Homonyms

1. I don't like it when you ___________ about doing homework!
   groan  grown

2. You have ___________ up so fast.
   groan  grown

3. I passed my test, even the questions I __________ at!
   guest  guessed

4. I am having a __________ stay overnight this weekend.
   guest  guessed

5. I like the way the hairdresser cut your ____________.
   hare  hair

6. A rabbit is a type of ____________.
   hare  hair

7. Cows like to eat __________ in the winter.
   hey  hay

8. _______ you! Where are you going?
   hey  hay

9. The ____________ of my foot is aching.
   heel  heal

10. The cut on my hand has started to _____________.
     heal  heel